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imc measurement devices make it possible to save measurement data with various removable me-

dia, autarkic in the device. This white paper is intended to provide guidance on the use of the most 

frequently used storage media at imc. Particular attention will be paid to the central performance 

characteristic value of the writing speed. The writing speed is the maximum data rate and the num-

ber of channels that can be stored continuously. The memory process must be able to follow the 

data collection without the risk of data overflow or loss of data. 

Today, a storage medium is a complex product in which many parameters play a role, all of which 

must be observed in order to make a statement about the overall system. It is, however, as always 

with flash media that the writing performance is not simply based on its "speed - degree". However, 

it depends very much on the buit-in media controllers and operating conditions, in particular the 

number of channels (i.e., the files to be processed in parallel) and the measurement configuration 

(imc Online FAMOS, transfer over the network and the PC, triggers, etc.). Therefore, it is strongly 

recommended to use only the storage media explicitly recommended by imc that has been tested 

under a variety of different operating configurations! 

There are basically five different memory card types that are supported by imc (see the table labeled 

"Overview of relevant flash media", p.2). The card most commonly used is the Compact Flash (CF) 

card. Older units sometimes come equipped with a PCMCIA slot, which is, however, operated by a 

mechanical adapter, usually in conjunction with a CF card. There are ExpressCards, the recently avail-

able CFast cards and USB flash drives. 

 

CF card: 

The CF card is the card most frequently used in imc devices. The interface of a CF is parallel to IDE-

ATA. 

 

PCMCIA slot: 

Older devices sometimes come equipped with a PCMCIA slot, which is, however, operated by a me-

chanical adapter, usually in conjunction with a CF card. 

 

Express card: 

These cards are rarely available. There is a possibility to adapt an Express card to an SD card. In this 

case, the write speed can be restricted. imc has not found any combination with these adapted SD 

cards, in order to save 2MSample continuously. imc has the Express card, but only installed in the imc 

CRONOSflex (CRFX-2000), and it also gives an alternative possibility for this device to save the data to 

USB. The CRFX 2000 has since been replaced by CRFX-2000G and is equipped with a CFast slot. 

CFast card: 

 

A key advantage of the new CFast card is the increased transfer or writing speed, which should alle-

viate existing bottlenecks significantly. CFast is not compatible with CF (Compact Flash)! Although the 

format is similar mechanically, electrically, however, the format is not compatible. 

CFast is based electrically on the serial SATA standard and therefore provides significantly higher 

transfer speeds. Although CFast has not (yet) been implemented on the camera and consumer mar-

ket, the "industrial" and "embedded" area, however, is different: Here is the format of the future! 

From imc, CFast USB readers are available as an option by which you can connect CFast media direct-

ly to a PC. These PCs usually don’t have an adequate internal card reader abilility for this format. This 

is especially helpful when memory cards are collected and exchanged by service personnel and can 

not be read directly from the device on site. 
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USB: 

The USB host port is an attractive interface for connecting storage devices, alternative to the Flash 

card slot. It allows the connection of USB sticks or portable USB hard drives. USB drives are now 

available in tiny “nano-versions” that practically no longer protrude from the front and , thus, don’t 

need to be protected. However, it must be noted that these “nano versions” have less complex con-

trollers and are therefore usually slower. Experience shows that the aggregate writing speed with 

USB Nano Flash Drives is less that 3 MB/s. “Conventional” USB memory sticks are known to achieve 

speeds up to 5 MB/s. 

 

If you buy the card from a supplier other than imc, we can not guarantee the quality, in particular, 

whether the acquired card has the same components installed, under which we have tested the card. 

Straight from the card vendor, little information can be revealed as to the controller, as this is the 

"know-how" for manufacturers and they understandably do not want to make it readily available. 

Although, the manufacturers usually give notice if anything has changed on the controller, but what, 

or in what form, remains unclear. Once changes to the controller are made, the corresponding 

memory types are again checked by imc, as soon as possible. 

 

Hardware: 

In priciple, a memory card’s flash components are constructed out of a controller. One of the key 

differences for the flash is whether it is a single-level or multi-level cell. The multi-level cells are not 

usually suitable for extended temperature ranges and have a much shorter life span. 

Software: 

There are different file systems that are exclusively used by imc for removable storage media that 

have only the correct sized FAT (File Allocation Table). The cluster size is the critical parameter that 

affect the writing speed and the utilization of the available memory. 

 

Cluster: 

By formatting fixed block sizes, the smallest possible processing blocks are produced. 

 

Data block sizes (chunk): 

Actually, with writing on the processing blocks used by the device firmware, i.e., data packets, each 
”piece” is processed without interruption. 
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Data rate, channel number, formatting: 

Each storage medium has a maximum data rate that continuous data can be written to the medium. 

Manufacturers like to cite maximum values, but these appear only under certain operating condi-

tions. In general, these specifications are applications such as cameras based on typical consumer 

usage, where a single, huge file is created. The typical use when it comes to the use of an imc meas-

urement device deviates from this greatly. When only a few data channels with high data rates are 

written, large units (clusters) on the disk are beneficial. When formatting, the cluster size is adjusted. 

The format depends on the file system, the disk size and the operating system. For example, when 

FAT32 and plate sizes <8 GB when formatting Windows, a cluster size of 4 KB is selected. This causes 

an unfavorably small size, leads to a corresponding number of clusters and a reduction in perfor-

mance. This means, that in a particular circumstance,the writing speed can be significantly be re-

duced, which can result in data overflow  in extreme cases at the aggregate sampling rate. The for-

matting should therefore take place on the imc-device (Linux operating system), because, unlike the 

PC under Windows, the cluster size is optimized for maximum writing rate. In the case of data collec-

tion, the data are first written to the global FIFO buffer RAM within the imc device. This serves as a 

buffer between the different real-time processes: 

 

The device's processor must, depending on the application, use all of these processes. The FIFO RAM 

must be cyclically read per channel and proportionate to the data instances mentioned above . De-

pending on the number and extent of concrete tasks to be executed, the processor has relatively 

little time to dwell on one channel. It can be processed "on track", thus allowing only small data 

blocks (chunks) to be processed before the processor continues with the next channel (because it 

must use all channels on average).  

Basically, the device software always tries to process the largest possible data packets per channel in 

order to minimize the administrative burden. However, this can not always be guaranteed, as the 

above-described parallel competing processes affect the size of the actual processed data packets 

(chunks). There is also the possibility of additional factors and difficulties, such as a temporary bad 

network connection. It is not easy to predict how much the system will ultimately be "stressed". 

As part of testing, you now want to find out how the aggregate writing speed of each channel num-

ber and the actual operation of each "piece" of processed data block sizes (chunks) are influenced. 

In the following three diagrams, three different memory cards are displayed. The aggregate writing 

speed is always plotted against the number of channels or files stored, wherein for each channel an 

individual file is always created. In the sets of curves in each diagram, a selected memory card is rep-

resented in which the data block size (chunk) was varied. Each curve represents a different curve set 

– a "simulated" use case, in which the system was to a different extent "stressed". 

For this test, a modified firmware has been used, each with different, solid chunk sizes. This can sys-

tematically simulate different "demanding" applications. In reality, the default firmware would be 

required to dynamically vary the chunk size. 
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In Diagram 1, you can see, first, that the writing performance is unexpectedly drastic and not propor-

tionately dependant on the channel number (files). In fact, there are relatively "small" areas or chan-

nel numbers when the performance strongly collapses for higher channel counts, but then signifi-

cantly improves again. This shows that very extensive tests are necessary with a variety of configura-

tions (number of active channels) in order to detect any possible weaknesses: If you had conducted 

the above case tests with only a few test cases , each with around 100 channels (files),  this behavior 

wouldn’t stand out! 

So here we see that the aggregate writing speed for those curves with 4K, 8K and 16K chunk operat-

ing cases in the range between 0 and 100 channels partially breaks down by more than 80% percent. 

All three diagrams confirm, with their curves, that the writing performance decreases with decreas-

ing chunk sizes. This corresponds to the actual operation, when the system is exposed to further data 

storage "stresses" through additional parallel-issues, as functions of the system configuration (imc 

STUDIO; data transfer to PC, etc.). This result tends to occur more frequently and  interruptions of 

the data memory tasks result in smaller processing units. 

These extensive tests are mainly to clarify through specific memory models how sensitive they are 

and to discover in which channel numbers characteristic-colapses occur and how strong they are. 

This determines the worst-case performance among representative and reproducible "stress configu-

rations" simulations by solid chunk sizes. 

This shows that the memory card shown in the first diagram is unsuitable for measurement using an 

imc device. 
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In the Diagram 2, you can see that the aggregate writing speed varies quite strongly with the number 

of channels (files). While you can see the curves 4K, 8K, and 16K, the aggregate writing speed de-

creases steadily with the number of recorded files. In curves 32K and 64K, is is displayed that the 

aggregate writing speed decreases at first, but again, for very large numbers of channels, "recovers" 

and then merges into a saturation region. The characteristic performance degradation for this card is 

not nearly as dramatic as that shown in the first diagram: The aggregate writing speed is never less 

than 1.6 Mbytes/s. For an imc device with an aggregate sampling rate of 400 kHz, this card is thor-

oughly recommended. 
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For the card shown in Diagram 3, the variations in the writing speeds are relatively low, i.e., the ag-

gregate writing speed ultimately doesn’t so much depend upon how large the data block size being 

used by the firmware is. Also, there is hardly any significant dependence on the number of channels. 

Since an aggregate writing speed of 2.4 MB/s is not exceeded, this is an example of a very well-suited 

and "robust" card, depending on the operating configurations. 

 

Note: imc does not influence the quality of the removable storage media from different manufac-

turers. Disks that come with new devices are checked for quality assurance and have undergone 

appropriate tests. We expressly point out that the use of removable storage media is to be used at 

your own risk. imc and its resellers are liable under the warranty and only to the extent of replace-

ment. imc expressly disclaims any liability for damages that may result from any loss of data. 
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Additional information:  

imc Test & Measurement GmbH 

Voltastr. 5 

13355 Berlin, Germany 

Telephone: +49 (0)30-46 7090-0 

Fax:  +49 (0)30-46 31 576 

E-mail:  hotline@imc-tm.de 

Internet: http://www.imc-tm.com

imc Test & Measurement GmbH is a manufacturer 

and solution provider of productive test and meas-

urement systems. imc implements metrological 

solutions for research, development, service and 

production. imc has particular expertise in the 

design and production of turnkey electric motor 

test benches. Precisely outfitted sensor and telem-

etry systems complement our customer applica-

tions. 

Our customers from the fields of automotive engi-

neering, mechanical engineering, railway, aero-

space and energy use imc measurement devices, 

software solutions and test stands to validate pro-

totypes, optimize products, monitor processes and 

gain insights from measurement data. As a solution 

provider, imc offers their customers an attractive 

and comprehensive range of services. These in-

clude project consulting, contracted measure-

ments, data evaluation, specialist deployment, 

customer-specific software development and sys-

tem integration. imc consistently pursues its claim 

of providing services for “productive testing”. 

If you would like to find out more specific infor-

mation about imc products or services in your 

particular location, or if you are interested in be-

coming an imc distributor yourself, please go to 

our website where you will find both a world-wide 

distributor list and more details about becoming an 

imc distributor yourself: 

http://www.imc-tm.com/our-partners/
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